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Sarhan for marble and granite is one of the leading Egyptian companies in 
manufacturing and exporting of marble, limestone and granite.

Our company
was established in 1996 and has different quarries producing 20,000 m3 / Month 
of various Egyptian stones

Our Strategy:
Sarhan for marble and granite is determined to maintain its effective 
share in the local market and to invade the global market in the field of 
stones manufacturing.
The company declares its commitment to:
Providing high quality products with competitive prices.
Satisfy requirements and expectations of customers.
Ensure continual improvement in products quality and customer 
satisfaction.

Our Vision:
Sarhan for marble and granite is looking forward to be a pioneer in 
the structure of the Egyptian economy in general and in the field of 
manufacturing in particular, in order to meet the demands of the local 
market and to go out to wider regional circles to serve the fields of 
various industries in which the company has specialized for long times.

Mission:
Sarhan for marble and granite top management shall take and support 
all necessary actions for continual improvement. However, these all 
require from all company employees to be aware about their roles in the 
QMS, as well as each person must have the enough level of responsibility.





SINAI PEARL

Sinai Pearl is one of the natural stones extracted from the mountains of the 
blessed land Sinai. It’s one of the limestones that are distinguished by their nice 
look that no one can resist.
One of the materials that is also characterized by its ability to withstand difficult 
climatic conditions. And live for a very long time without change.
With magical touch with antique finishes on its surface. It has several uses with 
pavers, gardens, swimming pools, stairs, walkways, driveways and interior floors.



SINAI PEARL

Antique 106 Antique 114 Tumbled



Galala

Galala is the most stunning stone with creamy or light color that takes your heart 
with its texture details.
Its light beige color suggests calm and serenity when used in interior designs, 
characterized by the susceptibility of its surface to any finishing such as polishing 
and antique finishes.



Galala

Sandblasted Antique 101 Tumbled



Elegant Brown

Tastes always change and differ among themselves, but everyone agreed on the 
beauty of Elegant brown.
Especially in the antique finishes, which show how amazing this natural stone is. 
It is associated with the tastes that exist at any time.



Elegant Brown

TumbledBrushed Antique 123



Perla Simo is an Egyptian stone can hold against pressure, Frost resistant. 
Also it has a very lovely look with its yellowish color, it is manufactured in our 
factory with very high quality for our valued customer. With our magical touch                                
Perla Simo can be used for Interior and exterior designs.

Perla Simo



Perla Simo

Antique 102 Antique 124Acid Washed



For those who are looking for elegance we suggest to you a very charming natural 
stone Elegant Beige that will catch your heart from the first look it will fascinate 
you by its plumes and touch of random lines. We recommend it to our special 
clients that are looking for the peace inside. 

Elegant Biege



Elegant Biege

Tumble Antique 123 Brushed



Sunny Nour

Sunny Nour is natural stone that catch your eyes with the simplicity of its color and its 
waving lines, it’s a tough stone extracted from our Egyptian mines.
You will be amazed when you try it as flooring or wall cladding for luxuries look.

Brushed Tumbeld Antique 101



Silvia Nour

We believe nothing more impressive than Silvia Nour when the sun hits it, the color 
change to a fascinating one give you the hope from a little thing that can your eyes 
watch. Silvia Nour known with the regular endless veins.

Brushed Bush-Hammered



Granite

Rosa El Nasr

Ganndona

Grey Aswan

New HalayebNefertiti

Halayeb

Red Safaga

Royal Red

Red Aswan Rosa Hody

Jungle Green

Jungle Yellow



Granite

Rosa El Nasr

Ganndona

Grey Aswan

New HalayebNefertiti

Halayeb

Red Safaga

Royal Red

Red Aswan Rosa Hody

Jungle Green

Jungle Yellow



Angle Curbstone

Gutter

Straight Curbstone

L Shape Cover

FL(25:60) X 7.50 cm %15
FL(25:60) X 15 cm  %45
FL(25:60) X 22.50 cm %40

8 X FL(10:30) X (-/+) 1.5cm
8 X 30 X (-/+) 1.5cm
7 X FL(10:30) X (-/+) 1.8cm
7 X 30 X (-/+) 1.8cm

Wall Stone Split Face

Wall Stone & Split Face

Special Products



S4 S5

S1 S2 S3

Nose Profile

Packing
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